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PROCEEDINGS, VOLUME TWENTY-SEVEN, 1959

SOCIOLOGY

THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE MINNEAPOLIS
RUSSIAN COMMUNITY 1
ALEX SIMIRENKO

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

An ethnic community represents a semi-autonomous way of life
carried by persons of foreign origin within the framework of a majority community. Such ethnic communities while present to some degree from the colonial days, became a major American problem with
the mounting industrialism and mass influx of aliens beginning in the
1870's and 1880's and continuing at full tide until World War I. This
problem was near its climax at the time when American sociology
came to full self consciousness in the first three decades of the twentieth century.
The first outstanding classic of American sociology dealing with the
ethnic community, Thomas and Znaniecki's The Polish Peasant in
Europe and America (1918-1920), was dominated by the concern of
the country at large with the modes and forms of assimilation of the
immigrant. The structure of the immigrant community per se was
cast into the shade. The same is true of many other now-famous
studies of ethnic communities such as Park and Miller's Old World
Traits Transplanted (1921), Wirth's The Ghetto (1929), and
Young's The Pilgrims of Russian-Town (1932). I:Iowever, as time
has gone by and as the problem of assimilation has receded into the
background, the structure of the immigrant community has increasingly been seen as an object worthy of study for its own sake.
The uniqueness of the ethnic community has been perceived with
increasing clearness. In various ways this result is contained in the
studies by Adamic ( 1944), who stressed cultural uniqueness of immigrants, and Schermerhorn (1949), who emphasized the problem of
power. The translation of those works of Max Weber dealing with the
ethnic community (in Weber's terminology the "guest community"
and "pariah community") have also helped clarify its nature (1952:
3,363,417).
1 The first hand material on which the present study is based was collected during the
fall of 1957 and winter 1958. The materials were gathered through personal interview, the
completion of a statistical schedule, and the consultation of various church and private
documents. I wish to express my gratitude to Father Vladimir Borichevsky, Father Leonard
Soroka, Father John Dzubay, Mr. and Mrs. Wassilij Alexeev, and to Professor Don Martindale who was consulted on problems arising in connection with the study.
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The uniqueness of the ethnic community has recently been summed
up by Martindale (1960: 377-432). In brief: the ethnic community
is a complete way of life and the system of institutions that makes it
possible. Like any community it is a product of the forces always
operative in human social affairs toward stability, consistency, and
completeness. In the case of the alien living as a guest within the
framework of majority community two new principles of community
formation come into operation: 1. selective receptivity and 2. partial
closure. In response to these forces in the wider community the ethnic
community responds with a combination of yielding and defence.
Specifically, a precondition of an ethnic community is the capacity of
the alien to offer his services to the majority community (be they only
in a despised occupation) and have them accepted sufficiently to permit him to make a living. On the other hand, the alien is usually
barred from full social reception by the majority and, for his own
part, is hardly willing to abandon all those cultural forms which formerly gave meaning to his life. Under these circumstances the alien is
inclined to find in his traditional culture a new point of synthesis for
his way of life in an alien land. The ethnic community is born.
Periodically the Russian communities of the United States have
been perceived as distinctive among the many ethnic communities to
form in recent times. Among the more important studies were those
by Jerome Davis ( 1922), the study of a specialized Russian group by
Pauline V. Young (1932), and the study of the Russian community
under the specialized conditions of Hollywood by George Martin Day
(1934).
THE OUTLINE HISTORY OF THE MINNEAPOLIS RUSSIAN COMMUNITY

The Russian community of Minneapolis came into existence in the
1880's. There has been time for a second generation to grow up. Since
World War II a new wave of immigrants has arrived from Russia.
Consequently one can identify two sociologically distinct groups of
Russian origin in Minneapolis: 1. the "old" immigrants, and 2. a
group of "new" or recent immigrants. The "old" immigrants are further subdivided into the immigrants and their children.
The "old" group is formed of some 900 families whose initial members arrived in the United States between 1880 and the World War I.
This group constitutes a homogeneous population of peasant origin
from three closely knit villages in the former Austro-Hungarian area.
A few village craftsmen were sprinkled among these former peasants.
The communal life of the "old" immigrants and their children is
organized around the St. Mary's Russian Orthodox Church which was
established in 1889. The community is subdivided into numerous civic
organizations, brotherhoods, and clubs. It has been successful in bridging the gap between the older and the younger generations.
The second and third generations of the parishioners of St. Mary's
Church comprise American citizens whose common bond is the
Eastern Orthodox Church. Significantly, the younger generation is inclined to drop the word "Russian" from the name of the church substituting "Eastern Orthodox." Many of them even resent being called
80
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"Russian," many do not speak or understand Russian, nor feel kinship with things Russian. In 1951, as a culmination of these trends St.
Mary's church established a regular Sunday service in the English
language.
The second, very small, group within a Russian community which
forms a distinct sub-group, is composed of some fifty families of recent Russian refugees who came to the United States between 1949
and 1952. The "new" Russian immigrants cluster around the St.
Panteleimon's Russian Orthodox Church, organized between 1950
and 1956.
The parish is under the jurisdiction of the Holy Synod of Russian
Orthodox Bishops Abroad. The Holy Synod is composed of immigrant
anti-Communist Russian Bishops who represent the Russian Orthodoxy to the political Russian immigrants in all the countries outside the Iron Curtain. The orientation of the immigrant church is
toward the return of the church to Russia. It is centered around the
ideal of the preservation of the Russian immigrant as a distinct national entity. Consequently, much time and energy is spent in the
preservation of the Russian language, culture, and heritage by the
members of the church. Sunday school and home education of children is a primary concern of the parishioners. The church has a well
organized Sunday School which is attended by almost every child in
the parish-a total of about thirty-five children.
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF THE RUSSIAN COMMUNITY AND THEIR
DESCENDANTS

Thus the Russians of Minneapolis divide into two major subdivisions: 1. the "old" immigrants and 2. the recent immigrants. The
first of these subdivisions is further divided between the immigrants
and their children.
The central institution in the life of the Minneapolis Russians is the
church. The church is the only institution capable of uniting the members of this ethnic community despite the fact that its members may
come from different social levels and preserve varied interests and occupations. The two studies by Jerome Davis in which he encompassed
most of the Russian communities in the United States also stress the
importance of the church in comparison to other structures (The
Russian Immigrant 1922: 91-103; The Russians and Ruthenians in
America 1922: 75-83). George Martin Day while studying the most
enlightened and sophisticated post-Revolutionary immigrants gathered
in Hollywood also noted the role of the church in unifying the whole
community (1934: 51-68). The unique position of the Malakan sect
among the Russian communities in the United States is found in the
complete dominance of the religious institution over the whole life of
the community (Young 1932: 8).
Outside of the church no other institution is strong enough to withstand the pressures of the majority community and unite the minority
into a single body. Neither a political institution, a labor union, nor a
newspaper is usually able of performing this function within the
heterogeneous environment of an American city. The political insti81
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tutions of the immigrants only assume importance were they to become the majority in a particular locale forming a local pressure
group, as has on occasion been true of the Irish and Italians but rarely
for the Russians. The centrality of the immigrant labor union usually
requires dominance of some single industry. The newspaper can serve
as a central institution only when there is a dominant intellectual elite
which a group of peasant origin usually cannot supply.
The power of the forces forming the church into a central institution is seen by the attiudes of the "old" immigrants in Minneapolis.
Though they readily express the anti-clerical attitude engendered by
their experiences in the home country, the church serves as the primary nucleus for the elaboration of communal life. It was the source
of all other Russian clubs and organizations which, without exception, have had constitutional requirements of church membership
for entrance. So dominant was the church, in fact, that the only rival
institution which could survive was another church. At the present
time it is seen in the formation of the church of the "new" immigrants.
With the changing circumstances in the alien country the immigrants have created their own cultural synthesis which permits them
to operate within the majority community and at the same time retain
their unique traditional way of life. With time certain other changes
were introduced to meet the demand of the rising influence of the children who were born and raised in the United States.
One of these major changes was to make the church a creature of
the will of the parish. The parish assembly became empowered with
the running of the temporal affairs of the church, as well as to veto
certain spiritual matters which are in the hands of the priest. The bylaws of the church specify that "the services of a pastor or any other
clergyman of this congregation and his connection therewith may be
terminated with or without cause by the congregation (By-Laws
1941:3)."
Only as late as 1936 did the congregation introduce benches into
the church building. This alteration, while of seemingly little interest,
is loaded with emotional meaning to an Eastern Orthodox zealot. The
traditional Orthodox churches have no benches standing in the middle of the church and it is accompanied with a special kind of spiritual pride and a feeling of one's own uniqueness.
The major divergence from the customary Russian religious practice came with the addition of the regular Sunday service in the English language. The traditionally long service has also been cut to one
hour length. The Church Slavonic service is attended almost exclusively by the older people born in Europe. The English language service is attended primarily by the children of these immigrants and a
few of the immigrants themselves.
As a dominant institution the church has also promoted the establishment of the school. The ethnic school preserves the new generation in the traditional way of life and resists assimilation. However, in
the age of compulsory education instituted by the majority community
the ethnic schools have been waging a losing battle.
The Russian community has experimented with the whole array of
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possible alternative educational programs for its children. As early as
1892 a teacher was hired to teach Russian language and religion. The
peak of school success came in 1905 when 122 students attended a
full time day school which offered an elementary education. From that
time on the interest in the school began to decline. The following
types of school programs have been experimented by the community:
a. The full time day school
b. The part-time day school (4:00 to 6:00 P.M.)
c. Evening school
d. Sunday school
In 1947, only some forty children attended the Sunday School program. By this time the second generation of the American-born adults
had become influential within the community and it carried through
the reorganization of the school program. Many young persons were
enticed into the program as teachers and the children were offered
more appropriate incentives. (Significantly, the secular nature of these
changes is seen in an explicit obligation on the part of the children not
to attend the church services. Quite appropriately this fact is explained
by the lack of space in the church during the English services.) The
Sunday School took over many features of the modern American educational and religious institutions. English became the only language
spoken in the school. The final stage in this transformation was the construction of a new brick school house which contains an auditorium
with the facilities for basketball. The success of the new school program is evidenced by the fact that over 300 children attended it in
1957.
The brotherhoods, or the so-called protective and insurance type of
associations, constitute a completely new institutional elaboration for
the Russian ethnic community. These associations have taken the
place of the extended family which was left behind in Europe. The
brotherhoods were mutual help groups which supplied aid, sometimes
not so much financial, but more social and personal. The brotherhoods are also creatures of the church and depend solely on the
church members for their survival. At the present time there are three
major brotherhoods in the community and their present function consists of being financially sound insurance organization.
The numerous social clubs within the Russian community were
created to restore to some degree the informal intimate associations
. between the members which were disrupted during the migration. In
the course of the past seventy years some sixteen major clubs were
formed. Almost all of these were organized before 1936. Among the
varieties of the organizations one finds such clubs like the Athletic
Club, the Russian Library Society, the St. Mary's Choir, the RussianAmerican Club, and the St. Mary's Mothers' Club.
At the pres~nt time almost all of the clubs function as intimate informal social groups. Two of the clubs, however, form a distinct exception. These are the St. Mary's "R" Club organized in 1936 and
the St. Mary's Junior "R" Club organized in 1955. The "R" club
came to unite the interests of the American born group within the
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community which insisted upon a degree of Americanization resisted
by their parents. The Junior "R" Club represents the forces of the
younger third generation of the community. The full meaning of the
"R" clubs is found in the fact that these forces have been organized
not to demand complete assimilation, but to bridge the gap between
the fathers and sons and to introduce a new kind of synthesis for the
survival of the community as a unique cultural body.
As time goes on the differentiation between fathers and sons grows
deeper. Already they differ in their social characteristics. The average
school attendance of the "old" immigrants was found to be 4.8 years
while the average for their children amounted to 13.4. The "old" immigrants perform the tasks of unskilled and skilled labor, while their
children occupy themselves primarily with skilled, clerical, and professional jobs. There also exists a marked distinction in the way of
life between children and their parents. In this differentiation even the
preference for varied leisure activity becomes a point of distinction
between the two groups.
Vacation Activity of the "Old" Group
Activity

Parents

Stay home
Travel
Fish
Swim at the lake
Hunt
No preference
Total:

Descendants

20.7%
48.3
13.8
13.8
3.4

60 %
13.3
13.3
13.3
99.9%

100%
(Due to rounding)

,

The reading material of the American-born consists of American
literature. None of the American-born contacted reads anything Russian. Only 62.9 % understand the native language when they are
spoken to by their parents. Only 17 .1 % of these plan to teach the
language to their children. The "old" immigrants do not participate
in any outside organization with the exception of the labor unions.
Their descendants, however, around 58% of them, participate in the
outside organizations such as the Lions, Masons, social clubs, professional organizations, and college fraternities.
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF SUB-COMMUNITY OF ''NEW" IMMIGRANTS

The ''new" immigrants form a distinct group from the "old" immigrants and their children. The group is composed primarily of technicians and professionals whose loyalties and national identifications are
still with Russia. While in some respect their occupational profiles are
similar to those of the American-born persons they are divided on the
issues of national identification. Upon their arrival in Minneapolis the
"new" immigrants attended the St. Mary's church which they found
unsatisfactory to their own ideals. At first they bitterly attacked the
existing elaborations of the institutions which took place when the
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"old" immigrants accommodated themselves to the American environment. At the present time there is almost no interaction between the
two communities.
The new community composed of recent refugees has also found
its unity in the religious institution. The church forms a common
ground upon which the immigrants with heterogeneous backgrounds
meet. As a distinct institution the church also is under a jurisdiction
of independent Russian bishops who reflect the concern and sentiments of the "new" immigrants. Within the church the priest has a
deciding voice in all spiritual matters, while the lay governing body
has a deciding voice in all secular matters of the church. The church
property belongs to the diocese and can never be sold or subdivided
among the parishioners. The interior of the church building is made
to approximate as close as possible the traditional interior of the Russian churches. The long traditional church services are preserved as a
matter of pride. The "old" immigrants are being accused of the "betrayal" of traditional values and of the unnecessary Americanization
of its ways.
Because of the relatively small number of church members the community has not developed a complex array of organized groups. The
social life of the community is conducted in an informal manner. A
small number of informal sub-groups has emerged, such as the mothers' group, the school teachers, and persons in charge of the church.
The life of the "new" immigrant, moreover, is not orientated exclusively to the Minneapolis community. The basic community of the
''new" immigrant is national and international in scope. More often
than not the "new" immigrant is much better informed as to the happenings in the New York City among his own people than he knows
about things that go on in his own section of Minneapolis. He is well
informed of every minute change which is introduced in Moscow but
he seldom knows the name of his alderman. The "new" immigrant
keeps up his contacts with the larger group through daily newspapers,
constant stream of letters, frequent exchange of visits between cities
and countries, and sometimes the telephone. In short, the "new" immigrants in Minneapolis find their point of balance in the international
immigrant community which gives meaning to their lives.
SUMMARY

The peculiar way the Russian community preserved its identity
was by transforming the church more completely into the central institution than it ever was in the old country. Meanwhile, the political
institution which had played an important role in the old country became nearly non-existent. Second in importance in the Russian community was its specialized school institution which together with
family helped to preserve a continuity of linguistic and cultural forms.
In as much as the original migrants worked in the relatively restricted industries there was a common economic base within the community. This was, however, in no way comparable with the village economy of the home land. Moreover, it was a foregone conclusion that
economic advancement would bring about the economic dispersal in
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time, as the second generation of the original settlers already shows.
Economic and professional dispersal tends to bring about cultural dispersal as well, giving the second generation many of the classic features of the marginal man. The presence of the "new" immigrants in
Minneapolis has further focused the attention upon the unique synthesis which has been elaborated within the time span of two generations by the original Russian community.
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